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INTRODUCTION
The Philippine Constitution requires the State to ensure the speedy
disposition of cases before judicial, quasi-judicial and administrative bodies and to
promote the preferential use of voluntary modes in settling labor disputes, including
conciliation. Use of voluntary modes in settling di sputes i s preferred b e cause
consent-based and cooperative approaches fo ster the sp eedy di sposition of cases.
Labor disputes, whether intra-party or inter-party, take place at the distributive,
structural and/or human relations levels. They may involve issues abou t labor
standards (rights i ssues) and/or labor relations (interests and rights issues). A
typology of form s of labor disputes or conflict is depicted in Figure 1. 1

Methods or approaches for settling or handling disputes or conflicts are either
voluntary (based on consent) or compulsory (based on legal requirement). They
involve conflict m anagement and conflict resolution processes.
I n conflict
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management the disputants themselves are the decision makers while in conflict
resolution a third party is the decision maker. M ultiple forums exist so that the locus
of decision making would be spread out.
M echanisms or st rategies for conflict
handling are presented in Figure 2.2

Therefore d eci sion making is a proper unit of analysis. Simon (1997, 1947)
points out that rationality in decision making is bounded or limited by a confluence of
factors – limited time, attention and cognitive capacity, to name a few – and “good
enough” decisions are made in a stimulus-response pattern. 3 M arch (1994) suggests
a dichotomy such that decision makers pursue a logic of consequence, making
2
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choices among alternatives by assessing co n sequences based on preferences
(choice -based), or a logic of appropriateness, fulfilling identities b y recognizing
situations and complying with rules that match appropriate behavior to situations
(rule -based).4
In the Philippines, utilization by labor and em ployer o f compulsory co nflict
resolution mechanism s, which are legalistic and non-cooperative (competitive), i s
increasing. 5 This suggests that they tend to advance rational self-interest and make
decisions u sing logic of co n sequence , rather than exhibit appropriate decision
behavior founded on trust and reciprocity and decide based on logic o f
appropriateness. T here is a felt need to improve the allocation of cases among the
different conflict handling mechanisms. But decision precedes action as Simon
argued. Thus the allocation of cases i s influenced by the employee’s and/or
employer’s decision to use specific conflict handling m echanisms after recognizing
particular situations. Appropriate decision behavior as indicated b y the use o f
mechanism s based on consent and cooperation in turn may be influenced by trade
union m em bership and coverage under a collective bargaining agreement. To
promote appropriate decision behavior and the use of conflict handling mechanisms
based on consent and cooperation the State must intervene in the relations between
labor and em ployer through laws that enhance trade unionism and collective
bargaining.
In labor disputes, is decision making choice-based or rule-based? If so, what
institutions, if any, foster decisions based on choices or rules? What institutions, if
any, should be encouraged, or required, to enhance cooperative behavior and
reduce conflict? Are the objectives of public policy, that is, the speedy disposition of
cases and the preferential use of voluntary modes in se ttling disputes, being
achieved? If decisions precede actions, what will make employers and employees
decide to utilize consent-based and cooperative mechanisms? Would membership
in a trade union and coverage under a collective bargaining agreement (CBA)
influence decision making, that is, the decision to use conflict-handling mechanisms
that are based on consent and cooperation? Is there a need for public policy reforms
to encourage di sputants to exhibit appropriate decision behavior and choose
consent-based and cooperative approaches?
The paper explore s labor disputes in the Philippines from the perspective of
two approaches – ch oice -based and rule-based decision making – by describing,
interpreting and analyzing, among others, aggregate data from the Bureau of Labor
and Employment Statistics on trade union membership, CBA coverage and utilization
of the different modes or mechanisms for handling labor di sp utes over a five-year
period ending in 2008, and determining the relationship among them, if any.
BACKGROUND
Under Philippine law, labor disputes are questions or controversies regarding
term s and conditions of employment, including the ways b y whi ch such terms and
conditions are negotiated, fixed, arranged or modified over and above minimum
standards. 6 Based on Figure 1, there are various types of labor disputes. To
improve labor relations and foster industrial peace, as already noted, the Philippine
Constitution mandates the promotion of the principle of shared responsibility between
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workers and employers and the preferential use of voluntary modes in settling
disputes, including conciliation, and the enforcem ent of mutual compliance
therewith. 7 Figure 2 illustrates the numerous mechanism s for handling labor disputes
or conflict. De cision making and action via trade unions and collective bargaining are
among such mechanisms.
Through the exercise of the rights t o self-organization and collective
bargaining , te rms and conditions of employment are negotiated, fixed, arranged or
modified over and above minimum standards. They are companion rights since a
union is organized in whole or in part for the purpose of collective bargaining and o f
dealing with the employer about terms and conditions of employment.8 Ba sed on
Figure 2, collective bargaining is a conflict management mechanism. As a process, it
entails a series of steps.
The first step involves the labor organization’s formation, registration and
acquisition of m ajority status. After its f o rmation, the labor organization becomes a
legitimate labor organization (LLO) upon regist ration with the Department of Labor
and Employment (DoL E). An LLO has certain rights arising from law like the right to
become the exclusive bargaining representative (EBR) of employees in the
bargaining unit. EBR or m ajority status is obtained through ways authorized by law,
sometimes referred to as representation disputes.9
Before the second step commences, certain “jurisdictional preconditions”
must exist. The LLO must not only possess EBR status, it must give proof of such
status and send a valid demand to bargain to the employer. 10 Once the se
preconditions are met, the second step is set in motion and the parties negotiate on
proposals and counter-proposals as part of their duty to bargain collectively. This is
signified by the reply of the employer to the demand to bargain of the EBR. The duty
to bargain collectively means the duty to meet and convene promptly, expeditiously
and in good faith for the purpose of negotiating an agreement on wages, hours of
work and all other terms and conditions o f employment, including proposals for
adjusting grievances o r questions arising under the agreement. 11 A majority of the
employees in the bargaining unit must then ratify the CBA, after which the same shall
be regi stered with Do LE. A deadlock in bargaining is a valid ground for a notice of
strike or lockout. So is unfair labor practice. T he duty to bargain collectively when the
preconditions are met applies to single-enterprise bargaining. It does not apply to the
new concept of multi-em ployer bargaining under the amendatory Im plementing
Rules, which is purely voluntary. 12 In multi-employer bargaining, the CBA covers two
or more certified or recognized bargaining units in two or more enterprises. 13
The third st ep involves the administration or implementation of the CBA,
during which g rievance handling and voluntary arbitration are crucial.
Grievance handling procedure is the series of st eps that parties to a CBA
agreed to take for the adjustment of questions arising from the interpretation or
implementation of the CBA or the interpretation or enforcement of company
personnel policies, including voluntary arbitration as the terminal step. The parties,
through arguments and evidence, persuade one another to give in to a position or
7
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agree to a compromise. If the grievance remains unresolved after seven days from
submission to the last step in the grievance handling procedure, the same shall be
automatically referred to voluntary arbitration. The period of arbitration begins when
the act of persuasion has been exhaustively used and no settlement has been
reached. The voluntary arbitrator chosen by the parties shall determine the dispute
after hearing their evidence and arguments. Both mechanism s are required by law
and must be included in every CBA as part of industrial self-governance. (Sale 2005,
2008)
During its lifetime, the CBA shall govern the relations of the parties who are
bound to observe and comply with its provisions in good faith as part of their duty to
bargain collectively.
Quite recently, a new law on labor relations came into effect – Republic Act
9481 – to strengthen the right to self-organization. Among the major features of the
law are the relaxation of requirements on charter regi stration of union locals or
chapters, the eligibility of the unions of ra n k a nd file and supervisors in an
e stablishment to join the sam e national union or federation , and the applicability of
the “em ployer bystander rule” during representation disputes.
The proce dure outlined above applies to the private se ctor. In the public
sector, the controlling law is different (Executive Order No. 180) but the process is
somewhat sim ilar. The scope of negotiations and the proscription of strikes and
similar concerted actions are some of th e major differences.
In labor disputes, choice based on preference i s possible. But employers and
employees “are not entirely free, of co urse, to co n sider alone their preferences.” 14
Compliance with rules that match appropriate behavior to situations 15 is also
possible. And t he institutions and processes cited above can affect outcomes, as
indicated by March (1994) in the following figure on learning cycle –
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Figure 3 – The Learning Cycle 16
Institutions are “the humanly devised constraints that structure human
interaction…made up of formal co n straints (rules, laws, constitutions), informal
constraints (norms of behavior, conventions, and self imposed codes of conduct),
and their enforcement characteristics.” 17 In that sense, institutions (rules) are
repositories of history a nd learning.
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Choice-based and rule-based decision making can al so be appreciated
through the prisoners’ dilemma – a construct involving two prisoners who are
interviewed separately. In explaining the pri soners’ dilemma, March18 u ses the
equation A3 < A1 < A2 < A4, where: A = prison term of a certain length; A1 = if both
cooperate and remain silent; A2 = if both do not cooperate and both confess; A3 = if
one does not cooperate by confessing; and A4 = if one co operates and remains
silent. If both prisoners decide to cooperate and remain silent, they will get a prison
length A1, which is less than prison length A2 that would be the result should both
decide not to cooperate and to co nfess instead. If one does not co operate by
confessing while the other cooperates and remains silent, the former would get the
shortest prison term of length A3, while the latter would receive the longest at prison
term A4. If these are the expectations, the parties are likely to opt for A2 if they
decide on the basis of logic of consequence and attempt to minimize the maximum
losses (“minimax rule”) as in game theory.19 Ho wever, the other alternative is for the
parties to opt for A1 and decide on the basis of logic of appropriateness, fulfilling
identities by recognizing situatio n s and complying with rules that match appropriate
behavior to situations. 20 Here, the parties act based on rules (e.g., as a friend,
relative, or collaborator) instead of choices, as w hen one party acts in the same way
a s the other because of consideratio ns of reputation, trust, retaliation, and learning
(“tit-for-tat rule”).21 (Sale 2008)
But data from DoLE’s Bureau of Labor and Employment Statistics are
disturbing. In 1994, total existing labor organizations as a percentage of total wage
and salary workers in the private sector reached 3 1%. B y 2 007, the figure went
down to 11%. Moreover, only 12.1% and 11.7% of establishments employing 20 or
more workers were with unions and CBAs, respectively, as of June 2006. Thus, the
relationship, if any, among labor disputes, trade unions and collective bargaining
must be studied, since increasingly parties resort to compulsory co nflict resolution
mechanism s while trade union density and co verage of collective bargaining
agreements continue to decline.
METHODS
Decision making i s choice-based if compulsory conflict resolution
mechanism s identified in Figure 2, like CA by Labor Arbiter, Appeal to NLRC, VA of
rights issues (grievances) under CBA, Assumption of jurisdiction, and Certification to
NLRC for CA, are resorted to. Applying the prisoners’ dilemma, this means that labor
and employer do not cooperate with each other and end up in a suboptimal situation
(A2), each choosing that action for which the worst possible payoff was best
(minimax, minimize the maximum loss). 22 Decision making is rule-based if voluntary
and compulsory conflict management modes and voluntary conflict re solution
mechanism s in Figure 2, such as Preventive mediation, Conciliation -Mediation,
Grievance procedure under CBA, and VA of interests/rights issues (o ther than
grievances), are availed of. This means that labor and employer opt to cooperate
(A1), each deciding on the basis of logic of appropriateness – fulfilling identities by
recognizing situations and complying with rules that match ap propriate behavior to
situations. 23 A s al ready stated, A1 and A2 situations would be a scertained by
describing, interpreting and analyzing aggregate data on t rade union membership,
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CBA coverage and utilization of different modes or mechanisms for handling labor
disputes over a five-year period ending in 2008, and determining the relationship
among them, if any, which while not necessarily causal may be correlational. 24
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Arbitration i s compulsory if required by law. I n Philippine la w, compulsory
arbitration (CA) is handled b y Labor Arbiters of the NL RC. T h eir decisions are
appealable to the NLRC Divisions, that is, the Commission itself. On average, Labor
Arbiters receive more than 30,000 cases while the NLRC Divisions receive more than
9,000 appeals, a year. Resort to these compulsory conflict resolution mechanisms
has been high. This means that, often, labor and employer decide not to cooperate
with each other, ending up in a suboptimal situation (A2). (T able 1)
Table 1 - Compulsory Arbitration25
2002
2003
Cases
received
by labor
arbiters
32,247
33,474
Cases
received
by NLRC
Divisions
8,946
9,204

2004

2005

2006

2007

31,162

29,729

30,543

31,644

9,385

10,472

10,110

9,069

In stark contrast, voluntary arbitration (VA) cases handled average less than
300 a year. (Table 2)
Table 2 - Voluntary Arbitration 26
2005
Total cases
handled
240

2006

2007

June 2008

257

259

187

But from 1988 to June 2008, 92% of VA cases were unresolved grievances
ari sing from the CBA, company personnel policies and wage distortion, suggesting
once m ore that labor and em ployer rarely cooperate and often end up in a
suboptimal situation (A2). CBA deadlocks, unfair labor practices and others (8%) are
hardly submitted by agreement to voluntary arbitration. (Table 3)
Table 3 - VA cases by major issues27
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I ssues
CBA interpretation or
implementation
Company personnel policy
interpretation or
implementation
Wa ge di stortion issues
CBA deadlock issues
Unfair labor practices
Others
TOTAL

1988 – June 2008

Percentage

1,374

34%

1,935
413
102
95
111
4,030

48%
10%
3%
2%
3%
100%

Conciliation and m ediation are undertaken whenever notices of strike or
lockout or requests for preventive mediation are filed with the National Conciliation
and Mediation Board (NCM B). The conciliator, by cooling tempers, aids the parties in
reaching an agreement. On the other hand, the mediator studies the position of each
side and makes a proposal but does not render an award or decision. (Sale 2005,
2008) A ctual strikes or lockouts u sually occur when parties fail to reach an
agreement on disputes not affecting national interest. These mechanisms are availed
of by unions and/or unionized establishments. Notices of strikes/lockouts, preventive
mediation cases and actual st rikes/lockouts are not only sm all (compared to
compulsory arbitration). They are diminishing as well. (Table 4)
Table 4 - Conciliation-Mediation28
2004
2005
Notices of
Strikes/Lockouts
Preventive
Mediation
Actual
Strikes/Lockouts

2006

2007

August
2008

558

465

353

340

260

671

699

569

507

365

25

26

12

6

5

Philippine law requires the State to intervene in labor disputes whenever the
national interest is affected. Such intervention takes th e form of either assum ption of
jurisdiction (AJ) by the Secretary, which means the Secretary shall hear and decide
the case, or certification of the dispute to the NLRC for compulsory arbitration (CCA),
which m eans referral of the case to the Commission for hearing and decision b y a
Division. In either case, a ctual strike s and/o r lockouts and acts of exacerbation are
restrained and prohibited. AJ and CCA cases are al so f e w and decreasing. (Table 5)
Table 5 - Assumption of jurisdiction/Certification for compulsory arbitration 29
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
AJ
45
42
26
17
26
CCA
28
28
27
29
17
The numbers and figures discussed above are influenced by the data that
follow. Unions registered, members of newly registered unions, CBAs registered,
and workers covered by new CBAs are dwindling. (Tables 6 and 7 )
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Table 6 - Labor organizations/Unions 30
2004
2005
Unions
registered
777
492
Membership of
newly
registered
Unions
53,857
45,032

2006

2007

2008

371

260

279

31,777

24,079

22,248

2007

2008

318

307

44,375

55,290

Table 7 - Collective bargaining agreements31
2004
2005
2006
CBAs
registered
399
459
536
Wo rkers
covered by
new CBAs
63,529
82,925
60,790

Based on scatter plots of data in Tables 6 and 7, the re duction rate s of unions
registered and membership of newly registered unions are more rapid and steep than
those of CBAs registered and workers covered by new CBAs. But the number of
unions regi stered tend s to meet that of CBAs regi stered at certain times. On the
other hand, the number of workers covered by new CBAs tends to be higher than
membership in newly registered unions, implying that CBAs cover non-m embers of
unions. Bu t o verall, unions and CBAs a re decreasing, which indicate that conflict
management modes and A1 situations are becoming fewer. (Figures 4 and 5)

Figure 4 – Unions and CBAs registered

Figure 5 – Union membership and CBA coverage
On the other hand, scatter plots of data in Tables 1 to 5 disclose the (i) negative or
inverse relationship between utilization of compulsory conflict resolution mechanisms
and number of unions and CBAs, and (ii) positive relationship between use o f
30
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voluntary and compulsory conflict management modes and number of unions and
CBAs. (Figures 6 and 7)

Figure 6 – Compulsory and voluntary arbitration

Figure 7 – Conciliation -mediation, AJ and CCA
CONCLUSIONS
In labor disputes, decision making is more choice-ba sed (A2) than rule -based
(A1). Di sputants try to minimize maximum losses via competitive tactics (A2). It is
doub tful if the objectives of public policy – sp eedy disposition o f cases and
preferential use of voluntary modes in settling disputes – are being achieved. This
trend i s influenced by the decrease in trade union density and coverage of CBAs.
There i s a negative or inverse relationship between use of compulsory conflict
resolution mechanism s (high) and number of unions and CBAs (low). T o enhance
cooperative behavior and re duce conflict, unions and CBAs as institutions must be
encouraged or required a s t here i s a positive relationship between use of voluntary
and compulsory conflict management modes (low) and number of unions and CBAs
(low). Institutions (rules) that encourage or require formation of unions and
negotiation of CBA s would enhance rule-b a sed decision making (A1). Su ch rules
would help labor and employer decide to use consent-based and cooperative
mechanism s li ke preventive mediation, co n ciliation-mediation and grievance
machinery, which are a ccessible in establishments with unions and CBAs.
Membership in a trade union and coverage under a CBA would influence deci sion
making, i.e., decision to use co nflict -handling mechanism s b a sed on consent and
cooperation (A1). For instance, public policy reform that re quire s negotiation of CBAs
in m ulti-em ployer situations, where direct hires (regular/non-regular staff) work side
by side with indirect hires (contractor/agency-hired workers) and the “jurisdictional
preconditions” are met, would wi den opportunities for appropriate decision behavior.
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